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INTRODUCTION 

When Maxine Hong Kingston published her first 

book, The Woman Warrior, it was greeted with loud 

acclaim, but it was also criticised by some Chinese 

critics for reinforcing old stereotypes and 

misrepresenting the Chinese myths which it blended 

with biography and autobiography. Similarly , despi te 

lots of positive reviews Kingston's novel was reduced 

by many reviewers into the exotic creation of an 

inscrutable oriental writer. Such was her frustration 

at the critical reception of The Woman Warrior that 

she found it necessary to write back to the critics 

and highlight their mis-readings: "Don't you hear the 

American slang? Don't you see the American settings? 

Don't . you see the way the Chinese myths have been 

transmuted by America? [CULT. MIS. 62] . Kingston is 

primarily an American writer. But she is also a 

Chinese American, something which she can never erase 

(and something which her readers will never let her 

forget). Like· the hyphen caught between 'Chinese ' and 

'American', Kingston's identity has been indelibly 

shaped by the culture which her parents and ancestors 

grew up in , and by the culture which she was born in, 

grew up in, and is now a part of. For the critics to 

recognise only half of that cultural mix, therefore, 

is to see only half of her. 

That Kingston has become a voice for Chinese 
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Americans cannot be denied . While she constantly 

reasserts her status as an individual, her concerns 

about the difficulties of reconciling her Chinese past 

to her American present, and the problems of racism 

and the exclusion of Asians in America mirror the 

dilemmas that many voiceless members of her society 

share. While her fiction is always seen, therefore, in 

terms of what it reveals about Chinese Americans in 

general, her novels all trace a very personal quest 

for identity. In her first two novels, conceived 

originally as one work but naturally developing into 

two separate novels, Kingston looks back at the 

stories of her parents in order to help her understand 

who she is: "In The Woman Warrior 'I' begin the quest 

for self by understanding the archetypal mother. In 

China Men, 'I' become more whole because of the 

ability to appreciate the other gender" [ PS 23]. 

Because as a daughter her relationship with her mother 

is closer but more complex, The Woman Warrior is a 

deeply personal struggle to find a stable and strong 

"In. The first attempts at discovery are always the 

hardest and in this first novel Kingston confronts not 

only the dilemmas of her Chinese American identity, 

but also her position as a woman within the deeply 

patriarchal traditions of China . The Woman Warrior's 

complex mixture of story and myth, fiction and .reality 

t bl t . II I" helps Kingston to shape a s a e narra 1 ve 

enabling her,in China Men, t6 . move further along in 
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her quest for identity. Because her relationship with 

her father is more distant, and her sense of "I" 

stronger (as the male protagonist's "I" is also 

strong), in China Men Kingston's quest widens into a 

more general search for a historical identity. By 

tracing the China Men's shift from China to America 

she focuses on the difficulties of finding a place to 

belong in America and of being accepted into American 

society . With the combined narrative "I" of her 

mother's and father's stories Kingston was then able 

to create her very own fictional story. In Tripmaster 

Monkey it is Wittman Ah Sing who is on a quest for 

identity. As Wittman searches for a community and a 

cultural identity Kingston brings up many of the 

concerns which she explores in her first two novels, 

but now within the unlimited possibilities of a 

fictional world and in a wholly American environment. 

The development of Kingston's fiction becomes not only 

an accumulated strengthening of her identity, but also 

a more insistent assertion of her 'Americaness'. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE WOMAN WARRIOR: THE SEARCH FOR II I II • 

In her first novel, The Woman Warrior, Maxine Hong 

Kingston grapples with the difficult complexities of 

who she is, and where she stands in relation to the 

two cultures which have sh~ped her iden ti ty. To know 

who she is she must come to terms with her position as 

a Chinese American, as a woman within the patriarchal 

traditions of her Chinese heritage, and as a daughter 

trying to shape her own image beneath the shadow of 

her mother. The search for "I" involves an examination 

of all the elements which shape identity - history and 

culture, myths and memory, language and perception. 

Kingston turns at first to myth and to the old 

China of her heritage. Here she finds two opposing 

images of women - the powerless slave- wife , voiceless 

and nameless, and the powerful woman warrior, driven 

by the words on her back. From myth she turns to the 

biographies of her mother and her aunt, and their 

experiences as Chinese immigrants, f orging their 

identities in a changing world . Finally, s he moves to 

autobiography and her own experiences as a second 

generation Chinese American. Working through this 

collection of women's lives, a "symbolic sisterhood", 

Kingston d emonstrates the need for a greater 

inclusiveness to challenge the boundaries which 
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exclude and restrict not only women but ethnic 

minorities too [Wong 32]. The fictional form which 

she creates in this search for identity, blending myth 

and reality, American culture and Chinese culture, 

reflects the need to embrace paradoxes, to open up to 

possibilities and erode concrete distinctions. Thus to 

define "I" is not merely to say who "I" is, but also 

who "I" can be. 

Without a voice you will be defined by others, 

never by yourself. One of Kingston's central concerns 

in The Woman Warrior is the power of naming and the 

power of silence. She names her novel after th~ 

empowering figure of the woman warrior but she begins 

her story with the cautionary tale of the voiceless 

"No Name Woman". Tl!is first story highlights not only 

the powerless position of women in traditional Chinese 

society, but also the importance of having a speaking 

voice. Without a voice the nameless aunt cannot oppose 

her community's punishment of her breaking of their 

rules of conduct. She is punished by their silence, 

which denies her a name and an identity. And Maxine is 

called to participate in this punishment herself: "But 

there is more to this silence: they want me to 

participate in her punishment. And I have" [WW 22]. 

But while silence has the power to erase identity 

there is another side to that power. It is because of 

her family's silence about her aunt that Kingston is 

able to forge multiple possibilities of meaning from 
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her story: "Is No Name Aunt simply a passive victim of 

rape and revenge, or is an alternative reading of the 

story possible?" [Lee 58 ]. Kingston provides several 

versions of her aunt's story, opposing the image of 

her as passive victim with the possibilities that she 

was trying to rebel against the restrictions imposed 

on women•in her society: "At the mirror my aunt combed 

individuality into her bob" [WW 16 ]. But while the 

story is open to possibilities, it is the story of a 

real relative, and Kingston is also limited by her own 

experiences in life: "Imagining her free with sex 

doesn't fit, though. I don't know any woman like that, 

or meri either. Unless I see her life branching into 

mine, she gives me no ancestral help" [WW 16]. 

While silence can be used as a punishment 

effacing identity - it can also be used to protect 

identity. Just as the Chinese in America use silence 

to protect themselves from the Immigration Department, 

so the nameless aunt protects the baby's father with 

silence: "She kept the man's name to herself 

throughout her labour and dying To save her 

inseminator' s name she gave silent birth" [ WW 18] . 

While the aunt's bravery here is a kind of heroism, it 

is a very ineffectual form of heroism because it 

merely upholds the confining patriarchal order. No 

Name's story remains a cautionary tale, neither 

inspiring the listener nor challenging the boundaries 

of oppression. Kingston experiences the disempowering 
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obligation of silence herself when she is forced to be 

secretive about her family's identity, reinforcing her 

sense of isolation from the American society which she 

is trying to find a place in: 

My throat cut off the word - silence in front 
of the most understanding teacher. There were 
secrets never to be said in front of the ghosts, 
immigration secrets whose telling could get us 
sent back to China. Sometimes I hated the ghosts 
for not letting us talk; sometimes I hate the 
secrecy of the Chinese 

[WW 164]. 

How to oppose the restricting shackles of silence? 

As storytellers Kingston and her mother are able to 

fill in the gaps and obfuscations of silence. Thus 

even though Kingston's mother offers up the story of 

"No Name Woman' as a cautionary tale, marking the 

arrival o f menstruation, by passing the s t ory onto 

Maxine, Brave Orchid breaks the taboos of silence: 

"You must not tell anyone,' my mother said, 'what I am 

about to tell you'" [WW 11]. Kingston continues this 

rebellion by carrying the story on into her fiction, 

recreating her aunt's identity and opening her story 

up to wider possibilities of meaning: "now after fifty 

years of neglect, I alone devote pages of paper t o 

her" [WW 22]. And just as fiction is open to numerous 

possibilities, so the storyteller can contradict 

herself. Kingston's mother contrasts the cautionary 

tale of the voiceless aunt with the inspiring myth of 

the woman warrior: "We learned that we failed i f we 

grew up to be but wives or slaves. We could be 

heroines, swordswomen" [WW 25]. 
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Kingston finds herself struggling between two 

contradictory inheritances, the blood aunt- slave and 

the mythical aunt-warrior (a literal translation of Fa 

Mu Lan's name is Wood Orchid- thus linking up 

symbolically with Brave and Moon Orchid) [Lee 59]. The 

fictional world of stories and the world of biography 

reinforce these two images. No Name's voiceless non-

identity is mirrored by Moon Orchid's displaced 

monologic voice: "The difference between mad people 

and sane people, ' Brave Orchid explained to the 

children, 'is ·that sane people have variety when they 

talk- story. Mad people have only one story that they 

talk over and over" [WW 141]. By contrast Fa Mu Lan 

and Brave Orchid transform themselves and subsequently 

shape and transform their environments. Fa Mu Lan 

returns from her mountain apprenticeship "a female 

avenger", assuming the traditionally masculine role of 

warrior and leader of men [WW 45]. Brave Orchid also 

returns from an apprenticeship, similarly 

appropriating the highly powerful position of 

"Shaman": "She had gone away ordinary and come back 

miraculous, like the ancient magicians who came down 

from the mountains" [WW 73-74]. As a shaman Brave 

Orchid not only has the power to save lives, she also 

influences the development of rituals, as she does 

when she battles with the ghost in the Medical 

College: 

The students at the To Keung School of 
Midwifery were new women, scientists who 
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changed rituals .... They called out their own 
names, women's pretty names, haphazard names, 
horizontal names of one generation. They 
pieced together new directions, and my 
mother's spirit followed them instead of the 
old footprints 

[WW 72- 73]. 

But · while Brave orchid and Fa Mu Lan act as 

examples of women who traverse and oppose the 

limitations of feminine roles they also uphold the 

traditional patriarchal order. The woman warrior 

trades in her power and authority reverting back to 

the role of wife and mother (and she also, 

significantly, obscures her female identity under the 

disguise of a man, unlike the women bandits who she 

liberates from captivity). Kingston must also come to 

terms with the paradoxical images of her mother as the 

powerful shaman in China and the hard-working wife and 

mother in America, upholder of the old patriarc hal 

traditions of Chinese society: "I didn't need muscles 

in China. I was small in China.' She was .... This 

mother can carry a hundred pounds of Texas rice up-

and downstairs" [WW 97) . It is this latter mother who 

"funnelled China into our ears" [WW 73]. And while 

Brave Orchid liberates the slave girl who she buys in 

China, in America she maintains the "double binds" of 

China over her American children, reinforcing their 

sense of dislocation from both cultures: "At 

department stores I angered my mother when I could not 

bargain without shame, poor people's shame" [WW 

49,78]. 
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Kingston must also learn to reconcile the 

empowering images that her mo ther passes on from China 

to her actual reality in Ame rica. The woman warrior's 

heroism on an actual level is limited in its practical 

applications for the real world : "To avenge my family, 

I'd have to storm across China to take back our farm 

from the Communists; I'd have to rage across the 

United States to take back t he laundry i n Ne w York and 

the one in California" [WW SO]. While fiction and myth 

can inspire, it is no t the .telling of the story itself 

which empowers . Thus when Brave Orchid gives her 

sister a story to inspire h e r to reclaim her husband 

in America, Moon Orchid cannot appropriate the story 

to her real life: "You are the Empress of the East, 

and the Empress of the West has i mpri s oned the Earth's 

Emperor in the Western Palace .... you must break the 

strong spell she has cast on him that has l ost the 

East" [WW 130]. In this section o f the novel the 

confrontation between reality and fi ction has 

disastrous consequences for Moon Orchid, as her 

husband's reversal of perspective, of his view point 

of America as 'reality' and China as 'fiction',· 

undermines Moon Orchid's entire sense of self: "It's 

as if I had turned into a different person . The new 

life around me was so complete; it pulled me away. You 

became people in a book I had read a long time ago" 

[ ww 1 39] . 

The confusion over fiction and reality is a 
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central dilemma in Kingston's search for identity. As 

a Chinese American she exists in a kind of 'no-man 's 

land', balancing between American and Chinese culture 

a rnd the silences and misconceptions shared by both 

®1ld es: "How is she to articulate her own l oca tion 

which is 'Chinese American ' , when history, tradit ion, 

~~d family have formulated ' China' and 'America' as 

reciprocally alien territories?" [Fujita 139]. We have 

already seen the ·restrictions o f silence whi c h the 

secretive Chinese community wraps around itself in 

America. This silence also obscures the 'truths' of 

Chinese culture. Kingston struggles to find meaning in 

the vague fragments of rituals and traditions which 

her parents cl ing onto: 

I don't see how they kept up a continuous 
culture for five thousand years. Maybe the y 
didn't; maybe everyone ma kes it up as they 
go along. If we had to d epend on being told, 
we' d have no r eligion , no babies, no 
menstruation (sex, of course, unspeakable), 
no death 

[WW 166] . 

The mistrust and secrecy of her parents is further 

complicated by Kingston's own position as an American: 

"we had been born among ghosts, were taught by ghosts, 

and were ourselves half ghosts .... Lie to Americans" 

[WW 165]. 

The gradual shift of focus in The Woman Warrior, 

from the fi c tions and histories of China to the 

actualities of Americ a reflect the conflicting 

perspectives of the two generations, represented by 

Kingston and her mother . . In "At The Western Palace" 
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Moon Orchid's outsider-view of American society 

dramatises the crossover from China to America, 

reflecting Brave Orchid's own perspective of Maxine 

and her siblings: "How greedy to play with presents in 

front of the giver. How impolite ('untraditional' in 

Chinese) her children were" [ WW 111 ] . In this alien 

society the referent for 'otherness' is reversed, as 

the Chinese immigrant becomes the alien other in the 

WASP western culture: "Her husband looked like one of 

the ghosts passing the car windows, and she must look 

like a ghost from China. They had indeed entered the 

land of ghosts, and they had become ghosts" [WW 139]. 

For Kingston, as an American it is China which is 

the 'other', a fictional p~st place which she knows 

only from the stories her relatives tell her and the 

artefacts which they have brought to America: "I am to 

return to China where I have never been" [WW 73]. From 

her mother's Chinese perspective Kingston's 

Arnericaness is failure: "My American life has been 

such a disappointment" [WW 47]. Kingston struggles to 

reconcile the often contradictory demands of the two 

cultures: 

Normal Chinese women's voices are strong and 
bossy . . We American-Chinese girls had to 
whisper to make ourselves American- feminine 
.... Most of us eventually found some voice, 
however faltering. We invented an American
feminine speaking personality 

[WW 155]. 

As an American Kingston must primarily shape an 

identity that will enable her to fit into her present 
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environment. She finds, in fact, that American culture 

helps her to oppose the lowly position of women in 

traditional Chinese society: "When I visit the family 

now, I wrap my American successes around me like a 

private shawl; I am worthy of eating the food" [WW 

53]. But just as Fa Mu Lan can never escape from the 

words on her back, neither can Kingston abandon her 

Chinese heritage. 

As a storyteller Kingston, like the woman warrior, 

is a vessel for both the past and the future: "Now 

when I was naked I was a strange human being indeed -

words carved on my back and the baby large in front" 

[WW 42]. Kingston's primary inspiration comes not from 

Fa Mu Lan's physical acts of heroism. It is the words 

carved on the woman warrior's back which she most 

identifies with: "What we have in common are the words 

at our backs .... The reporting is the vengeance- not 

the beheading; not the gutting but the words. And I 

have so many words - 'chink' words and 'gook' words 

that they do not fit on my skin" [WW 53]. Kingston has 

explained elsewhere that this image of the carved 

words actually comes from a different story: " in 

traditional story, it is the man, Ngok Fei the 

Patriot, whose parents cut vows on his back. I mean to 

take his power for women" [PS 24]. The central 

position which the image holds in Kingston's version 

of the ballad story highlights the importance of words 

in her search for identity . 
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Before Kingston can begin to shape and translate 

the words on her back, however, she must find a voice 

of her own to speak those words. The struggle to find 

a voice is complicated by both the imposed silence of 

the powerless 'woman' in traditional Chinese society 

and the silence of the 'alien other' in American 

society. When Kingston has problems in school reading 

the English "I" she is not just confronting a 

difficulty in translating languages. The "middle line" 

of the 'I' symbolises a conflicting notion of self -

for the female a concept of aggressive individuality 

and in cultural terms a stripping away of the communal 

traditions of China: "I could not understand 'I' .... I 

stared at the middle line and waited so long for its 

black centre to resolve into tight strokes and dots 

that I forgot to pronounce it" [ WW 1 50] . She has 

similar problems with the word "here' , highlighting 

the dilemmas of the pull of dual loyalties between her 

real home in America and her fictional home in China. 

When Kingston confronts her alter- ego in the 

school toilets (the girl who refuses to speak in 

public) she is opposing both the soft, demure 

subservient image of femininity in traditional Chinese 

culture and the voiceless isolation of the Chinese 

immigrant community in America. Because the silent 

girl has no voice, like the No Name aunt she has no 

identity, she is formless: "Her skin was fleshy, like 

squid out of which the glassy blades of bone had been 
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pulled" [WW 158]. Kingston's violent confrontation 

with the girl is an expression of her need to break 

away from the restricting boundaries of these 

voiceless identities, and her subsequent illness is 

not a punishment, but a psychological reaction to her 

symbol~c breaking of these boundaries: "There was no 

pain and no symptoms, though the middle line in my 

left palm broke in twoH [WW 163]. The broken line can 

refer to the middle line of the western "I" and to the 

middle line in the Chinese ideograph for China (the 

middle kingdom cf ),also reflecting, therefore, 

Kingston's position between the two cultures. 

Kingston finally finds her voice in her 

confrontation with her parents over their attempts to 

arrange a marriage between her and a rich retarded 

Chinese man. While unburdening herself of the list of 

over two hundred truths which she has stored up over 

the years, she not only repudiates the restrictive 

images of 'woman' as slave and wife, but also 

expresses her confusion over truth and fiction: 

You won't tell me a story and then say, 
'This is a true s tory,' or 'This is just 
a story . ' I can't tell the difference. I 
don't even know what your real names are. 
I can't tell what's real and what you 
make up 

[WW 180]. 

Having found her voice Kingston realises that in order 

for her to deal with the paradoxes of her life and her 

identity she needs to leave home: "I had to leave home 

in order to see the world logically, logic the new way 
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of seeing. I learned to think that mysteries are for 

explanation .... Shine floodlights into dark corners: no 

ghosts" [WW 182]. She learns that the inexplicable is 

not something to be feared but something to come to 

terms with and eventually to understand. 

Like Fa Mu Lan and Brave Orchid, Kingston needs to 

go on a pilgrimage in order to transform herself. In 

"White Tigers" Fa Mu Lan 1 s time on the mountain not 

only prepares her physically to be a warrior, but also 

trains her mental powers to perceive life in terms of 

inclusion rather than exclusion: "I learned to make my 

mind large, as the universe is large, so that there is 

room for paradoxes" [WW 34]. Her training culminates 

in her vision of a multicultural world dance: "They 

were light; they were molten, changing gold-Chinese 

lion dancers, African lion· dancers in midstep . I heard 

high Javanese bells deepen in midring to Indian bells, 

Hindu Indian, American Indian" [WW 31]. This dance 

reflects Kingston 1 s own attempts at finding an art 

form which seamlessly binds cultures together. The 

breaking down of distinctions in the dance is echoed 

in Kingston 1 s childhood paintings, when she covers 

everything in black not to obscure, but to open out to 

endless possibilities: 

I had painted layers of black over houses 
and flowers and suns, and when I drew on 
the blackboard,! put a layer of chalk on 
top. I was making a stage curtain, and it 
was the moment before the curtain parted 
or rose 

[ ww 1 49] . 
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As an adult Kingston discovers that her attempts 

to differentiate fact from fiction is a continual, 

unresolvable process: "I continue to sort out what's 

just my childhood, just my imagination, just my 

family, just the village, just movies, just living" 

[WW 183]. To understand her identity she must use the 

'Dragon Method' , inferring from fragments a whole 

which only her imaginative powers of perception c an 

create: "Tigers are easy to find, but I needed adult 

wisdom to know dragons. 'You have to infer the whole 

dragon from the parts you can see and touch" [WW 33]. 

Her confusions over the inconclusive fragments of 

culture and identity which she gleans from China and 

America becomes a l iberating situation, al lowing her 

to create her own dragon, an identity which is wholly 

her own and a fictional form which breaks through 

restricting def i n itions of fictional f orms and 

cultural differences. 

Before she can go on to develop ·her narrative 

voice Kingston must dis t ance herself from her mother, 

just as she d i stances her perspective by leaving home . 

Kingston's relationship with her mother is both 

stifling and inst ructive: "As a storyteller Kingston 

both collaborates and competes with her mother" [Chu 

106]. The powerful warrior mother from China, fighter 

of ghosts, teller of stories, is a formidable figure, 

so formidable that she sometimes threatens to devour 

the daughter she is trying to empower: "My mother 
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could sometimes be a large animal, barely real i n the 

dark; then she would become a mother again" [WW 94]. 

Kingston's fear of her mother's impressive power must 

be overcome so that she can recognise her mother's 

good intentions: "Sometimes I felt very proud that my 

mother committed such a powerful act upon me. At other 

times I was terrified - the first thing that my mother 

did when she saw me was to cut my tongue" [WW 1 48]. 

When her voice launches out into its list of truths, 

Kingston sees that her mother barely reacts to the 

revelations: "I had talked, and she acted as if she 

hadn't heard" [WW 178]. The mother's supporting talk

story has ceased, it is time for the daughter to shape 

what she has been given on her own : "No higher 

listener. No listener but myself" [WW 182]. At the end 

of the "Shaman" section of The Woman Warrior Kingston 

presents an exchange between the grown-up daughter and 

the now o ld mother which reflects their new adult 

relationship. Brave Orchid recognises her daughter's 

need for separateness: "It's better, then for you to 

stay away .... Of course you must go" [ WW 1 01 ] . By 

calling Maxine "Little Dog" Brave Orchid reinforces 

her daughter's separate self-identity. Kingston reacts 

to this affirmation of her i ndividual identity by 

acknowledging her own resemblance to her mother: "I am 

really a Dragon, as she is a Dragon, both of us born 

in dragon years" [WW 101]. 

The identity which Kingston shapes in The Woman 
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Warrior becomes embodied in the very form of the 

novel. Kingston's first novel reflects her own 

paradoxical identity as a woman Chinese American. It 

denies restricting definitions of form, of c~ltural 

difference, of reality and fiction, and blends them 

together into a complex but highly individual form. 

Having found a voice and a narrative "I", and 

separated her identity from her powerful mother, she 

ends the novel with a truly co l l aborative story that 

expresses the dilemmas and anguish of the exiled 

immigrant: "The beginning is hers, the ending, mine" 

[WW 185]. The power of Ts'ai Yen's song is not in the 

melody she plays, but in her abilit~ to translate that 

melody between cultures. Thus we can see that Moon 

Orchid's tragic loss of identity in "At the Wes tern 

Palace" is because of her inability to translate 

herself from China to America. By contrast, Brave 

Orchid and her daughter are masterful translators. 

Through fiction they recognise that life is 

paradoxical and full of possibilities, and their 

'dragon vision' allows them to translate not only 

between cultures but also between generations and 

between fictional forms and traditions. Like Ts 'ai . 
Yen's "Eighteen Stanza's for a Barbarian Reed Pipe" 

Kingston's stories translate well. 
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CHAPTER II 

CHINA MEN: A HISTORY FOR "US". 

In China Me n Kingston's focus widens as her 

narrative becomes less personal and more public. Just 

as her relationship with her father is different from 

that with her mother, so the telling of his story 

emphasises different aspects of her identi t y , 

concentrating on the mor~ general historical identity 

of the Chinese Americans . In China Men Kingston 

traces, through the stories of four generations of men 

in her family, the journeys backwa rds and forwards 

between China and America . She dramatise s a continual 

struggle by her kinfolk to be accepted into their new 

host country and a concomitant hi s tory of the 

exclusion and exploitation of Chinese immigrants by 

American society. In wri ting the men's stories she not 

only fills in the void of her fa ther' s silence about 

the pas t , but also the gaps in American history, 

reinstating the unacknowledged part whi c h Chinese 

immigrants played in that country's history. The focus 

shifts away from China to the epic journeymen's 

destinations as Kingston's lens changes from close- up 

to a wide panoramic view. 

In a novel about men Kingsto n begins with a story 

about a land of women. The story is a fitting link 

between Kingston's first two novels. Again we see the 
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restrictions of femininity but here this has been 

ironically reversed by the fact that it is women who 

dominate the social order and the man who is 

denigrated. "On discovery", prepares the reader for 

the brutal transformations which the China Men will 

experience in their new homeland: "Footbinding thus 

becomes a symbol for the immigrant male's 

'emasculation,' his loss of power and position after 

his emigration to America" [ Sledge 310 ]. The tale 

comes from the nineteenth century Chinese novel 

Flowers In The Mirror. The novel is an appropriate 

source because it also traces an epic journey through 

strange lands (it has been called a Chinese version of 

Gulliver's Travels), and like many of the China Men, 

Tang Ao never returns to China. 

In China Men the myths and tales interspersed 

between the men's stories remain separate, 

illuminating and reflecting on the c hapters preceding 

and proceeding them. In an interview Kingston has 

explained the different treatment of myths in her two 

first novels: 

when the girls and women draw on mythology 
for their strengths, the myth becomes part 
of the women's lives and the structure of 
the stories . ... those men were making histo ry. 
They were making a new myth, too. They were 
not so caught up in the old myths as the 
women were 

[Rabinowitz 316]. 

In China Men Kingston does not restrict herself to 

Chinese myths, bringing in historical facts, myths 

from other cultures, personal anecdotes, and even a 
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Chinese version of Robinson Crusoe. In "The Adventures 

of Lo Bun Sun'', a story told by Kingston's mother, 

Defoe's famous (or infamous) tale of European 

colonialism is radically altered by shifting the 

nationality of the hero and the cultural referents 

around him, such as the change from wheat to rice. 

Kingston also alters the relationship between Crusoe 

and Friday, transforming Defoe's master-servant 

relationship into a teacher-student one . The story is 

another example of an exiled adventurer in a strange 

land where he is forced to adapt to his new 

environment. Kingston's explanation of the various 

meanings for Lo Bun Sun's name creates a conglomerate 

portrait of the China Men's experiences in America: 

Lois 'toil' ... lo also sounds like the word 
'mule', a toiling sexless animal. Bun is t h e 
uncle who went to China to work on a commune. 
And sun is like 'body' and also 'son' in 
English and 'grandson' in Chinese. Sun as in 
'new' 

[ CM 222]. 

The myths and fragments in between chapters in 

China Men play an important supporting role to the 

experiences of Kingston's ancestors and relatives. The 

tale of Tang Ao' s transformation, for example, is 

echoed by the story "On mortal ity" which bridges 

Kingston's accounts of her great- great grandfather in 

Hawaii and her grandfather in the Sierra· Nevada 

mountains . Again a man is transformed into the 

emasculated position of a powerless woman. But the 

story, and its ~olynesian equivalent, highlights the 
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importance of love and laughter which helps the great

grandfather and grandfather endure the hardships they 

experience in America. Similarly, as an antidote to 

the radical transformation in "On discovery" Kingston 

follows that tale with a portrait of "fatherhood". The 

problems which the children have in recognising their 

father prepares us for the many different versions of 

BaBa that we will encounter in the novel. 

While Kingston 's search for identity in The Woman 

Warrior is prompted by her mother's abundant stories, 

in China Men she is reacting to her father's silence. 

Her father's refusal to talk about the past links him 

to the family's present American reality, while the 

mother comes to symbolise their Chinese past: "Usually 

my father took us to American movies, my mother to 

Chinese movies" [CM 257]. The symbolism reflects the 

historical experiences of the sojourning men and their 

wives: "the women stayed in China and maintained 

communities; the men sailed off to the Gold Mountain, 

where they built bachelor Chinatowns" [PS 24]. 

Kingston's father, therefore, does not oppose his 

children's American ways as her mother does in The 

Woman Warrior: "Do you mean to give us a chance at 

being real Americans by forgetting the Chinese past?" 

[CM 18]. But having strengthened her sense of self in 

her first novel, in China Men Kingston seeks to 

understand how her past has helped to shape that 

identity: "You fix yourself in the present, but I want 
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to hear the stories about the rest of your life, the 

Chinese stories" [CM 18] . 

In China Men silence again has bo th positive and 

negative powers . While her father's silence obscures 

the past, emphasising "No stories, No past. No China", 

that obscurity allows Kingston to again open up the 

stories to numerous possibilities. While her father's 

transformation from Chinese scholar-teacher, to 

struggling Chinese immigrant, to father in America 

with his own business and home, is fairly straight-

forward the possibilities within that journey of 

transformations are numerous . For example, Kingston's 

retelling of his journey from China to America gives 

two versions of his immigration - a legal one and an 

illegal one : 

I think this is the journey you don't tell 
me: The father's friends nailed him inside a 
crate with no conspicuous air . ... Of course, 
my father could not have come that way. He 
came a legal way, something like this: 
Arriving in San Francisco Bay, the legal 
father was detained for an indefinite time 
at the Immigration Station on Angel Island 

[CM 50,55]. 

While the first version would help to explain her 

f amily's paranoid fear of the Immi gration Department, 

the second version contains fragments of other stories 

which would support that version, although Kingston 

does not verify either one as the 'truth'. By telling 

various versions of her father's story Kingston can 

present a more general account of the Chinese 

immigrant experience in America. The multiple versions 
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of the father that we see in China Men counter-act 

the coolie, laundry-man stereotypes of Chinese in 

America. Kingston also presents her other relatives as 

strongly individual characters caught up in waves of 

historical experience. Just as BaBa's refinement is 

unusual in his family, so the maternal and paternal 

grandfathers defy the usual image of the Chinese 

preference for male children: "The outside 

grandfather, like the real one, was an unusual man in 

that he valued girls, he taught all his daughters how 

to read and write" [CM 32]. 

As in The Woman Warrior while silence allows for 

greater possibilities for the storyteller, it can also 

be · a form of oppression. In the two stories of the 

great-grandfather and the grandfather Kingston 

dramatises a struggle to find means of self - expression 

amidst the harsh oppression of their western masters . 

Both Bak Goong and Ah Goong are presented as 

visionary, artist figures who lead this quest for a 
I 

voice. For Bak Goong the hardest past of his 

restricted life in Hawaii is the ban on talking during 

work-time: "How was he to marvel adequately, 

voiceless? He needed to cast his voice out to catch 

ideas" [CM 101]. Ah Goong also sees talking as a vital 

antidote to the harsh' monotony of his work: "He had to 

change the stupid slowness of one sunrise and one 

sunset per day. He had to enliven the silent world 

with sound. 'The rock,' he tried to tell the others. 
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'The ice.' 'Time"' [CM 137]. This central need for 

self-expression is not confined to Kingston's own 

ancestors. The community of men which Bak Goong and Ah 

Goong are members of struggle to find their own means 

of expressing their frustration and anger. Perhaps one 

of the most engaging aspects of Kingston's portrayal 

of the men of the Sandalwood and Sierra Nevada 

mountains, is the ways in which t hey adapt to the 

harshness of their lives by forging their own means of 

self-expression. In Hawaii, for example, Bak Goong's 

singing becomes not only a means to express himself 

but also a way to safely oppose the injustices of his 

situation: "The demons paid his singing no mind. They 

must have thought he was singing a traditional song 

when he was really commenting and planning" [CM 102]. 

Similarly, the cursing which Maxine finds so 

destructive when her father directs it at the women 

around him, becomes in Hawaii and on the railroad 

construction site a healthy way for the men to release 

their anger: "The men cursed as they reckoned their 

pay" [CM 103] . Negatives are transformed into 

positives by the China Men. The coughing that is a 

symptom of Bak Goong's damaged lungs enables him to 

talk back to his overseers: "His cough did come in 

handy . When the demons howled to work faster, he 

coughed in reply. The deep, long, loud coughs, barking 

and wheezing, were almost as satisfying as shouting" 

[ CM 1 05] • 
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In their creative adaptations of modes of self-

expression the . men translate Chinese customs to their 

new situations, often creating totally new rituals and 

art-forms. In Hawaii Bak Goong creates a Pacific New 

Year Dragon out of fragments from his new environment: 

He collected metal and glass shards, 
seashells, and wood shavings, which he 
glued and sewed into scales .... When the 
clothes he had brought from China and the 
new clothes he had bought here turned 
into rags, he worked them into the dragon 

[ CM 1 09) . 

The men at the Sierra Nevada mountains also create new 

art-forms from their new life: "The men sang new songs 

about the railroad .... The storytellers told about the 

rise of new kings. The opium smokers when they roused 

themselves told their florid images" [CM 140). During 

their strike, the railway workers' use of Autumn 

mooncakes to distribute secret plans translates old 

Chinese traditions into a new American context, 

rekindling their significance by using them as a form 

of protest against their present oppressors: "The time 

and place for the revolution against Kublai Khan had 

been hidden inside autumn mooncakes" [CM 140). At the 

end of the chapter on "The Sandalwood Mountains" Bak 

Goong creates a totally new ritual to combat the talk 

congestion which the workers suffer from: "I want to 

be home,' Bak Goong said. 'I'm taking her home,' said 

Bak Sook Goong. They had dug an ear into the world, 

and were telling the earth their secrets" [ CM 118]. 

These sojourning men are not merely adventuring 
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physically into new lands. They forge and shape new 

cultures and traditions as they translate their 

Chinese lives into their new American realities: "That 

wasn't a custom,' said Bak Goong, 'we made it up . We 

can make up customs because we're the founding 

ancestors of t~is place" [CM 118]. 

Like The Woman Warrior China Men is also 

c o ncerned with questi ons of f iction and reality, but 

whereas Kingston's c onfusion lies in the unreliable 

veracity to stories, in her second book she is more 

concerned with the fictions o f plac es. I t is fi c t i on 

and stories whic h lure the China Me n out to Ameri c a: 

Grading papers night after ~ight for years, 
BaBa became susc eptible t o the sto ries men 
told, whic h were not tabul atio ns like the 
fairy tales and ghost stories told by 
women. The Gold Mountain Sojourners were 
talking about plausible events less than a 
century old 

[CM 43]. 

Kingston shows that the men's stories are no more 

reliable than the women's tales, and perhaps more 

dangerous because their misleading exaggeratio ns 

changed the lives of countless Chinese men. Thus the 

men in Hawaii discover the gap between reality and 

fiction when they receive their first pay pac ket: "The 

big talk about a thousand dollars must have been about 

men who came home to die old after scrimping for 

thirty years and more" [CM 104]. 

While the fictions about the Gold and Sandalwood 

mountains played a central role in bringing the 

Chinese immigrants to America, for Maxine's generation 
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of American born Chinese Americans it is China which 

is the fiction. To their exiled parents China is a 

symbol of all that they have lost, and they instil in 

their children an obligation to try and make a return 

pjlgrimage to China. Kingston brings up this curious 

identification with a country she has never been to in 

The Woman Warrior and she continues to explore this 

dilemma in China Men. When her great uncle Kau Goong 

is called by his wife in China to return 'home' , 

Kingston can sympathise with his hesitancy to take the 

long journey: 

We children thought about Kau Goong finding 
the way street by street to an ocean, then 
over the Atlantic or the Pacific, then 
distinguishing the coast of Asia from Africa. 
Finding was a power not a one of us had, and 
we too had to go someday on that same quest, 
for which our mother had made us memorize the 
directions in syllables 

[CM 180] 

The problem is not just one of distance but of 

discernment. How can you know a place which you have 

never been to? Kingston's youngest brother is 

confronted by this dilemma when he travels through 

Asia during the Vietnam war: "He watched the real 

China pass by, the old planet his family had left 

years ago. Taiwan was not China, a decoy, a facsimile" 

[ CM 287]. The description of China as "the old planet" 

highlights the tremendous sense of distance between 

the old 'home ' of China and the new American reality. 

The brother's differentiation between the 'real China' 

and the other copies of China, is undercut by his own 
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desire to verify the fictions of China which he has 

grown up with: "He would not find out if the air and 

flowers of China smelled sweeter than California and 

the sky filled with golden birds, whether promises 

would come true, time move slower, and life last l ong" 

[CM 287]. 

The dilemmas of reconciling these two conflicting 

'homes' is part of the general struggle of the Chinese 

Americans to be accepted into American society. By 

retelling the history of the China Men, Kingston 

highlights the vital role that they played in American 

history. The great- grandfathers on the Sandalwood 

mountains were incremental to the success of the 

Hawaiian sugarcane industry. Ah Goong's experiences on 

the Sierra Nevada mountains demonstrate the essential 

part the Chinese played in the creation of America's 

rail system: "After the Civil War, China Men banded 

the nation, North and South, Eas.t and West, with 

crisscrossing steel . They were the binding and 

building ancestors of this place" [CM 145]. Kingston 

shows that Chinese immigration was not restricted to 

California and New York, but spanned as far north as 

Alaska, and west in . Hawaii, and south into the 

Southern states and into South America. In the final 

chapter of the novel, where she traces her memories of 

all the 'great' wars since World War I, she also 

reinstates the often unacknowledged participation of 

Chinese Americans. The brothers' involvement in the 
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Vietnam War repeats their own uncles' involvement in 

World War II. 

Despite the constant presence of the China Men in 

American history their struggle to belong is 

confounded by a history of racist exclusion and 

exploitation. When the railway in the Sierra Nevada 

mountains is completed there is no acknowledgment of 

the hardships and dangers experienced by the Chinese 

labourers there. Ah Goong's pride in his participation 

in its construction ironically comments on the 

selective gaps in American history: 

The Greatest Feat of the Nineteenth Century,' 
they said. 'The Greatest Feat in the History 
of Mankind,' they said. 'Only Americans could 

-have done it,' they said, which is true. Even 
if Ah Goong had not spent half his gold on 
Citizenship Papers, he was an American for 
having built the railroad 

[ CM 1 44). 

This affirmation of Ah Goong' s Americ an status is 

contrasted by the subsequent persecution of the 

Chinese workers: "While the demons posed for 

photographs 1 the China Men dispersed. It was dangerous 

to stay. The Driving Out had begun" [CM 144). When her 

father immigrates to America the family's history of 

participation in American society is brutally 

annulled, dispossessing them not only of their past 

but also of their ancestral status as Americans: 

One by one the demons outlawed his relatives 
ancestors, including a Gold Rush grandfather, 
who had paid a bag of gold dust to an 
American Citizenship Judge for papers. 
'There are no such things as Citizenship 
Judges,' said the Immigration Demon and put 
an X across the paper that had been in the 
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family for seventy-five years 
[ CM 61 ) . 

Kingston's most damning critic ism of America's 

treatment of Chinese Americans comes in "The laws", 

which documents the one hundred and ten years of 

America 's racist policy of exclusion aimed 

specifically at Chinese immigrants. Kingston places 

the section directly after the story of the Chinese 

involvement in creating America's railroads, thus 

emphasising the unjust ingratitude of American 

society. She follows "The laws" with a chapter 

describing other experiences of her male relative's 

attempts to belong to America. The main problem 

explored in "The making of more Americans" is the 

dilemmas of shifting the ancestral home from China to 

America. Like Kingston and her American born peers, 

the uncles and grandfathers are caught between two 

worlds. The problems of this dual loyalty is brought 

to the surface with the coming of death. When her 

third and fourth grandfathers die they do not know 

whi ch 'home' to rest in, Say [4th) Goong only 

returning to China when h e is directed there: 

to 
You don't belong here. There's nothing for you 

do here. Go home. Go back to China .... Say Goong 
disappeared, as if the vehement voice had filled 
the space he had been using. He had been 

startled 
away, reminded of something 

[ CM 168]. 

To return to China is not so simple now. The referents 

have changed so that the ancestral hom.e is now in 
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America: "The relatives kept saying, 'This is the 

ancestral ground,' their eyes filling with tears over 

a vacant lot in Stockton" [CM 168]. 

While third grandfather and Kau Goong simply 

decide to choose America as their resting place, the 

quest to belong is not so simple for the next 

generation. Uncle Bun's story, like Moon Orchid's in 

The Woman Warrior, is an example of a failure to 

translate, resulting in madness. Hi s communist 

paranoia is a kind of reverse McCarthyism and totally 

irreconcilable to the American 'way of life'. When Bun 

returns to China he is subsequently forgotten, merging 

into the vague fiction of that distant place. By 

contrast Mad Sao's story demonstrates the difficulties 

of abandoning the Chinese past. Uncle Sao has totally 

embraced American material life, but his almost total 

assimilation is frustrated by his Chinese roots, 

represented by his mother in China: "What do you mean 

mortgage payment? Why are you buying land there when 

you have land here?" [CM 172]. Just as Chinese 

Americans are bound to China by ghosts from the past, 

so Kingston's uncle becomes literally haunted by his 

dead mother's ghost. Only when he has made a 

pilgrimage back to China and properly buried his 

mother can h.e totally leave his past and get on with 

his American life. 

Kingston ends "The making of more Americans" with 

a phone- call that her mother makes to her uncle in 
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Singapore. The episode highlights the vast distance 

between America and Asia for the exiled immigrant: 

"Fifty years since we've talked, and we didn't say 

anything important, ' she said ." [ CM 216] . The sense of 

djstance evoked by Brave Orchid's phone-call is echoed 

by the later story of Ch' u Yuan and his "Lament on 

Encountering Sorrow". Ch'u Yuan is China's equivalent 

of Homer, and acts as a counterpoint to the story of 

Ts'ai Yen in The Woman Warrior [Van Spanc keren 50]. 

Again the 'melody' is of the sorrow of exile: "He had 

to leave the Centre; he roamed in the outer world for 

the rest of his life, twenty years" [CM 250]. But 

while Ts'ai Yen eventually returns to China, and her 

song is translated to the Chinese (from one culture 

directly to another), Ch'u Yuan's story ends in his 

suicide in exile, and his elegy is adopted by Asians 

all over the world: "Not just Chinese, but the people 

in Korea, Japan, Vietnam, Malaysia and America 

remember Ch'u Yuan the in corruptible" [CM 253]. The 

wide dispersal of his story echoes Kingston's own 

enlarged perspective in China Men. 

Kingston places "The Li Sao: an elegy" between the 

chapters on her father's struggle to find a place in 

American society and her brother's story. The tale 

acts as a bridging point between the father's eventual 

establishment of a firm place in America and the 

brother's revers journey back to Asia. In "The 

American Father" BaBa recovers from his lost identity, 
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after years of emasculated powerlessness and 
. 

exploitation at the hands of fellow Chinese Americans, 

when he gets his own house and business: "So my father 

at last owned his house and his business in America" 

[CM 248] . The father celebrates this affirmation of 

belonging by planting a garden, full of "trees that 

take years to fruit" [CM 249]. The image of 

cultivation is echoed by the tale of "The hundred-

year- old-man", where long life is linked to taking 

pleasure in watching things grow: "In the end, said Tu 

Fu, 'I will carry a Hoe" [ CM 299] . 

In "The brother in Vietnam" Ki ngston highlights 

again the position of her own generation's precarious 

balance between two worlds: "In addition to his 

American name, this new brother was _named Han Bridge 

like a bridge between Han and here .... Bridge is the 

name of my brother's generation" [CM 259]. During the 

Korean War Kingston's sense of not belonging is 

amplified: 

our dog tags had 0 for religion and 0 for 
race because neither black nor white. Mine 
also had 0 for blood .... Some kids said 0 
was for 'Oriental', but I knew it was for 
'Other' because the Filipinos, the Gypsies, 
and the Hawaiian boys were Os 

[CM 269-70]. 

During the Vietnam War the fragilities of belonging 

are further emphasised by the status of China as the 

great enemy: "we ought to bomb China into the Stone 

Age, the general said. Soon the war would be Chinese 

Americans against Chinese. And my brothers old enough 
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to be drafted" [CM 270]. Ironically the two brother' 

involvement in Vietnam helps to strengthen the 

citizenship of the family: 

The government was certifying that the 
family was really American, not precariously 
American but super- American, extraordinarily 
secure - Q Clearance Americans . The Navy or 
the FBI had checked his mother and father 
and not deported them 

[CM 291] 

And just as the younger brother's tour of duty 

verifies his family's American status it also allows 

him to make a pilgrimage journey through Asia. While 

visiting Hong Kong the brother: takes a tour which 

includes the New Territories. Here he sees no physical 

barriers separating China from the west: 

'There is the People's Republic of China,' 
said the guide. If he had not said that, 
the brother would not have known .... 
The brother saw no men-made crossings, 
tracks, bridges, or fences, or anything 
to hinder or facilitate a crossing 

[ CM 294]. 

The two exist side by side, but they do not live to 

cross to the other side. For the brother too, there is 

no desire to cross. When his ancestors sojourned out 

to the Gold Mountain, they changed the foc us, shifting 

home to America. 

, 
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CHAPTER III 

TRIPMASTER MONKEY: CREATING A PEAR GARDEN IN THE WEST 

Having strengthened her identity through the union 

of her mother's and father's stories in The Woman 

Warrior and China Men, Kingston could now move on to 

create fictional characters and stories. In Tr i pmaster 

Monkey she further establishes herself as an American 

writer by setting the novel in the midst of the hippy 

tribalism of America in the sixties. She also 

continues to blend Chinese myths into her fiction . In 

Tripmaster Monkey she translates the monkey hero of Wu 

Ch' eng-en' s Journey to the West into this sixties 

American setting. But Kingston does not simply 

translate the monkey legend into modern American 

society. While Wittman is "the present-day U.S.A. 

incarnation of the King of the Monkeys", he is also a 

thoroughly American hero, linked not only by his name 

to American culture but also by his strongly 

outspoken, egotistical personality [TM 33]. 

Kingston's revision of the Monkey story also links 

up to an important tradition in American mythology. As 

Cheng Lok Chua explains: 

In American mythic imagination, the West 
stands for the virgin land of opportunity, 
the frontier of freedom and adventure .... 
In the popular Chinese mythic imagination, 
the Chinese equivalent of the Wes t is a 
Western Paradise (Hsi T'ien) in the 
direction of Central Asia and India .. .. 
As wr~tten down in Wu Ch'eng-en's Ming 
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the West)" 

[Chua 146]. 
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By bringing this Chinese story to America, Kingston 

unites the two frontiers, and from this union her hero 

character can create "a show palace on the frontier", 

a truly Chinese American art from. Tripmaster Monkey 

goes further then mixing Chinese and Western culture, 

it bonds them together into one being . 

As Kingston's narrative voice becomes more distant 

in her fiction so her perspective widens. In 

Tripmaster Monkey she brings together a wide variety 

of characters, presenting a diverse portrait of 

Chinese Americans and focusing on other ethnic groups 

in America, such as the Americans of Japanese 

Ancestry, and the struggle for black power in the 

sixties. In Tripmaster Monkey Wittman searches for a 

community and a cultural identity. He struggles with 

the questions, what is 'our' culture? and who are 'my 

people'? He must deal with both the racism of American 

society and the dilemma of reconciling the desire to 

belong · and the need to retain a distinct cultural 

identity. Feeling excluded from both mainstream 

American society and American culture he eventually 

finds his own community, and from that community 

creates his own theatre. 

One of the central dilemmas in Tripmaster Monkey 

is the struggle to reconcile unity and diversity. In 

cultural terms Kingston demonstrates a need for the 
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acceptance of ethnic groups into American society 

without erasing their cultural diversity. On a 

personal level Wittman has to find a way of 

maintaining his individuality while being part of a 

community. In an interview she did while she was 

writing Tripmaster Monkey Kingston reveals her 

preoccupation at the time with this dilemma: 

But I am always very interested in how one can 
be an individual and be part of a collective 
people and a collective memory. Of course that's 
very American too, because Ameri cans strive to 
be alone. I am always figuring out how the lone 
person forms a community 

[Rabinowitz 317]. 

The novel begins with the highly individual concern of 

Wittman's contemplation of suicide, wrapped in a cloud 

of Western antecedents: "Hemingway had done it in the 

mouth . ... Laurence Olivier asking them something -

'To be or not to be?'" [ TM 3] . (The reference to 

Hamlet is one of many scattered throughout the novel). 

Wittman's melancholy musings, however, are followed by 

his bus trip, where he reads fragments of Rilke's The 

Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge to his fellow 

passengers. (Kingston also proliferates the novel with 

appropriate passages from Rilke, illuminating 

Wittman's own search for identity) . The bus trip 

enacts Walt Whitman's ideal of a totally equal 

community: "Here we are, Walt Whitman's 'classless 

society' of 'everyone who could read or be read to'" 

[TM 9]. Wittman himself takes an imaginary trip 

through American literature as he pictures a tradition 
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of literary bus rides being established by his 

precedent. 

From the very beginning, therefore, of Tripmaster 

Monkey, Kingston highlights the contrasting need for 

individuality and community with this conflict between 

the Hamlet "I" and the Whitman "We". Despite his 

strong individuality Wittman is also a very communal 

person. Throughout the novel we see him 1 i ving and 

travelling amongst people. The literary bus-trip at 

the start is not the only time he uses the buses, and 

when he rings up his friends later in the novel, he 

does so from a public pay-phone: "At a street phone, 

you can't run out of what to talk about; it comes to 

you in the onswirling lifestream" [TM 274]. The no vel 

progresses from his thoughts of suicide to a gradually 

increasing sense of community which culminates with 

the theatre production that Wittman creates. Wittman 

is able to bring this community together because he 

constantly mixes with people:"He did too have a 

philosophy of life: Do the right thing by whoever 

crosses your past. Those coincidental people are your 

people" [TM 223]. And while the novel ends with his 

long soliloquy, a return to the Hamlet "I", Wittman's 

"One- Man-Show" is really an attempt to speak back to 

the American racism he encounters daily, and to 

reclaim his own "I":"We used to have a mighty 'I, but 

we lost it. At one time whenever we said 'I, we said 

'I warrior' ... . To say 'I' was to say 'I fight'" [TM 319]. 
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Wittman strives to be a ccepted as an individual 

but is ~onstantly confounded by his society 's grouping 

together of people from ethnic communities. This is 

dramatically symbolised in Wittman 's play by the Chang 

and Eng brothers, siamese twins who were permanen tly 

stuck together. During the Civil War Chang, who is a 

pacifist, must convince Eng not to enlist because 

where one goes tne other must follow: "As Confucius 

said, 'You are you, and I am I'" [TM 293]. Wittman 

reacts to this problem by zealously trying to distance 

himself from other Chinese Americ ans. Thus when a 

group of Chinese Americans arrive at a management 

trainee convention t hat Wittman attends he does not go 

up and greet them, thinking of p revious memories of 

being lumped together with other Chinese Americans : "I 

am not going to the prom with the only Chinese girl in 

the class. I am not going to be the one to room with 

the foreign-exchange student" [TM 59]. When Wittman 

has a disastrous date with his dreamgirl, Nanci Lee, 

Kingston demonstrates that two Chinese Americans will 

not be instantly compatible just because of their 

simi lar ethnic backgrounds. 

In detailing the many forms 

Wittman encounters during the 

of r acism which 

novel Kingston 

highlights the role that perception plays in the 

exclusion and stereotyping of Chinese Americans. One 

of the central questions in Tripmaster Monkey is what 

is an American? Wittman answers the question in his 
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soliloquy: "It has to do with looks, doesn't it? They 

use 'American' interchangeably with 'white' . The 

clean-cut all- American look" [TM 329]. It is his l ooks 

which become the focal point of his exclusion, a s he 

describes when he turns up for a job interview: "On 

the phone I sound like anybody, I get the interview, 

but I get downtown, they see my face, they ask, 'Do 

you speak English?'" [TM 317]. This sense of exclusion 

is complicated by the battle for black power during 

the sixties in America, creating a n ongoing dialogue 

between white and black which l eft no space for Asian 

Americans: "They think that Americans are either white 

or Black" [TM 307]. Wittman's only way to combat the 

exclusory nature of American standards of 'normal', is 

firstly to educate people about the injustices of 

their narrow perceptions and then to oppose their WASP 

standards with a new criteria: "Like Dr. Angle, I 

declare my looks teeth, eyes, nose, profile 

perfect So it's not Mount Rushmore, but it's an 

American face" [TM 314]. 

Wittman also breaks through the exclusory 

boundaries of American society by undermining racism 

and busting through stereotypes. When he traces the 

stereotype of Asian inscrutability to the western 

perception of Asian eyes, he reverses the restrictions 

of this stereotype by linking it to the cowboys of 

Western movies the great American hero figure: 

"These are cowboy eyes with which I'm looking at you, 
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and you are looking back at me with cowboy eyes. We 

have eyes that won the West" [TM 314]. When Wittman 

shares his play with his friends after Lance's party, 

he includes a female character whic h attempts to break 

through several stereotypes: "The fat dancer has 

unbound feet and unbound tits and unbound hair. She 

busts through stereotypes. That we're puritanical. 

That Han people don't dance. That a fatty can't hold 

center stage" [TM 147]. Most of all Wit tman breaks 

through the restrictions of stereotypes by asserting 

his individuality as a person before hi s ethnic 

identity: "Once and for all: I am not oriental. An 

oriental is antipodal. I am a human being standing 

right here on land which I belong to and which belo ngs 

to me" [TM 326- 27]. Like Kingston, Wittma n is forced 

to defend himself against narrow reductions of his 

identity as a Chinese American . His words echo 
. 

Kingston's reaction to the reviewers of her f irst 

novel: "These critics are asking the wrong question. 

Instead of asking, 'Is this work typical of Chinese 

Americans?' why not ask, 'Is this work typical of 

human beings" [CULT.MIS. 62]. 

Like her male protagonist Kingsto n also strives to 

break down stereotypes. She makes not only h e r 'hero' 

an individual but also highlights his parents' strong 

individuality. They are "free spirits" whose 

individuality busts through stereotypes of older 

Chinese Americans . Both Wittman's and Lance 's families 
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have been in America for generations, Wittman a fourth 

generation Chinese American . and Lance a third 

generation AJA. Kingston also puts her protagonist in 

an inter-racial relationship. Unlike his attempts with 

Nanci, Wittman's relationship with Tana is far more 

successful. Their relationship is not romanticised, 

however, as Wittman points out: "He had been awake 

when he married her, his daylight love. Forget the 

dreamgirl of the dark night" [TM 169]. Ultimately race 

doesn't seem to matter in Tana and Wittman's 

relationship, the problems they encounter having more 

to do with defining gender roles than with cultural 

and racial difference: "We're going to prove that any 

two random people can get together and learn to care 

for each other" [TM 337]. 

In Tripmaster Monkey Wittman creates his own 

cultural identity and community simply because of . 
American society's failure to include Asian Americans 

within their vision of community. The struggle for 

cultural identity comes down to the need to control 

two factors which form public identities - words and 

images. Kingston demonstrates that it is through words 

and images that American culture upholds the 

stereotypes and racial denigration which confront 

Chinese Americans. In order for Wittman to oppose and 

revise these stereotypes and to change perceptions 

about Asian Americans he must gain his own control 

over language and images. · 
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Language plays a central role in all of Kingston's 

novels. In Tripmaster Monkey her eclectic mix of 

Chinese and Western literature not only brings the 

East to the West, but also highlights many of the 

failures of western, particularly American, literature 

to include Asians on an equal basis into their vision. 

As an ironic contrast to Walt Whitman's ideal of a 

'classless society' Kingston shows that the portrayal 

of the Chinese in American literature is reductive and 

condescending. Wi ttman's play includes a scene which 

re-enacts Rudyard Kipling's visit to the Chinese 

quarter of San Francisco and his racist WASP vision of 

the Chinese in America. The narrator comments 

ironically on Kipling's skewed perception: "You would 

think that Chinese guy had killed somebody instead of 

having gotten killed himsel f" [TM 300). Mark Twain is 

also criticised for his linguistic reduction of non

white Americans: "No need for an unreadable 

orthography such as Mark Twain's insultingly dumb dis 

and dat misspelling and apostrophying" [TM 34). 

Kingston's strongest criticism is reserved for the 

Beat poets, the fathers of sixties tribalism. She 

demonstrates the enormous gap between the Beat's 

touting of eastern 'Zen' philosophy and their 

rebellion against traditions, and their actual 

treatment and portrayal of Asian Americans. When 

Wittman runs into a Beat poet during the Howl trial 

his young idealism is callously crushed by the poet's 
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reduction of the boy's identity: "I told him I wanted 

to be a playwright. I was a kid playwright who 

could've used a guru. While he was shaking my hand, he 

said, 'What's a good Chinese restaurant around here?" 

[TM 318]. Jack Kerouac shows a similar reductive 

condescension toward Chinese Americans: "If King 

Kerouac King of the Beats, were walking here tonight 

he'd see Wittman and think, 'Twinkling little 

Chinese' . Refute 'little' . Gainsay 'twinkl i ng'" [ TM 

69]. Wittman recognises that words and perception are 

inseparable, and that it is the power of naming which 

enables these poets to reduce Chinese Americans to 

insignificant other: "Jac k Kerouac I call into 

question your naming of me. I trust your sight no 

more" [ TM 7 0 ] • 

To combat racism, therefore, it is necessary to be 

in control of language. To begin with there needs to 

be a change in the vocabulary available: 

There are lots of words and all of these 
blondes. Because of the words, and vice versa. 
People look at blondes with discernment .... 
I've got brown hair. And never knew it though 
combing it at the mirror daily because when 
you think of Chinese, Chinese have blac k hair 

[TM 59]. 

Language is a powerful tool in the co ntrol of 

perception. Wittman also recognises the need for a 

name which will give the Chinese Americans their own 

identity and a sense of belonging: "Who are we? 

Where' s our name that shows that we aren't from 

anywhere but America? .. .. We've been here all this 
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time, before Columbus, and we haven't named 

ourselves." [ TM 326) . Without a n ame the Chinese 

American remains an unacknowledged member of American 

society. The name itself also presents problems, as 

Wit tman points out: "We need to take the hyphen out 

'Chinese American.' However, Not okay yet. 'Chinese 

hyphen American' sounds exactly the same as 'Chinese 

no hyphen American'" [TM 327 ). 

The battle to control language is a battle to 

assert an American identity. When people ask him to 

speak Chinese Wittman points out that they are 

reinforcing his sense of exclusion: "if you think of 

something Chinese to say, and you say it, noises come 

out of you that are not part of this civilization. 

Your face contorts out of context" [TM 318] . Wittman's 

creation of a theatre and his own play is a first step 

to combating racist stereotypes and reclaiming an "I" 

for Chinese Americans. As long as they let others 

define them they will remain emasculated and 

powerless: 

'Me no likee' .... They depict us with an 
inability to say 'I' . They're taking the 'I' 
away from us. · •Me' - that's the fucked over, 
the fuckee. 'I' - that's the mean- ass 
motherfucker first-person pronoun of the active 
voice, and they don't want us t o have it 

[TM 318]. 

While l iterature and language have been defining 

identities for centuries, cinema is a particularly 

modern art.-form . Setting her novel in the sixties, 

Kingston saturates the work in the films of that time. 
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Just as American literature upholds stereotypes and 

reductive images of Chinese Americans, so cinema plays 

a powerful role in reinforcing racist perceptions of 

Asians. Kingston demonstrates Hollywood's narrow 

vision of both the American identity and the identity 
. . 

of the Chinese. In films like The Bitter Tea of 

General Yen Hollywood perpetuates myths of oriental 

inscrutability and deviousness, and the inability for 

the Chinese Americans to mix together. When Witmman 

goes to see West Side Story he notes both the mono-

racial vision of the movie and it's unrealistic 

portrayal of American society : "But not a face up 

there was darker than Pancake #11. Come on. Since 

when? A white- boy gang? Two white- boy gangs. White 

boys don't need a gang because they own the country" 

[TM 71]. 

Kingston also demonstrates that Hollywood's 

misrepresentation of Chinese Americans is a result of 

their typecasting and limited vision of roles for 

Asian actors and actresses. Nanci Lee's experiences as 

an actress highlight the frustrating limits of the 

film industry's vision: "I know what my part will be-

an oriental peasant. You only need high heels for the 

part of the oriental prostitute" [TM 24]. The kung- fu 

star from Hong Kong, Siew Loong, also encounters the 

closed mind of Hollywood: 

All over this pompon of Earth, I took this 
script. To Warner Brothers and A.B.C. 
'Have I got a great idea for you - an eastern 
western Kung-Fu. Every week I be a Shaolin 
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adventure.' But. They said No. They said 
Chinese man has no Star Quality 

[TM 281]. 
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Siew Loong's idea is much like Wittman's own 

translation of Chinese stories into a Western setting 

(and also Kingston's novels). But Hollywood is too 

close-minded to accept such cultural diversity into 

its midst and Wittman knows that he can only get his 

vision produced if he does it himself. 

With American society's narrow perception of 

Chinese Americans what is Wittman left with? It is not 

surprising that the only Chinese American culture 

which Wittman sees around him is a superficial 

'orientalia' : 

Do we have a culture that's not these 
knickknacks we sell to the bok gwai? ... 
backscratcher swizzle sticks, pointed 
chopsticks for the hair, Jade East aftershave 
in a Buddha-shape bottle . . .. Where's our jazz? 
Where's' our blues? Where's our aint- taking- no
shit-from- nobody-street- strutting language? 

[TM 27]. 

The Chinese Americans have no real popular communal 

culture and no voice to construct and define their 

identity so Wittman creates his own opposing vision to 

the narrow images constructed by Hollywood and western 

literature. Theatre is a particularly apt art-form to 

launch this cultural identity because it combines the 

importance of words in literature and of images and 

action in cinema. 

Wittman's "Pear Garden In The West" not only 

brings new ·heroes into America, translating Chinese 
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heroes as Kingston has reinvented the Monkey myth, it 

also creates new rituals. With their opening night on 

Halloween the theatre prepares its audience for a 

transformation: "The crowd walked through flowers ... 

and became audience" [TM 289]. The show becomes a 

carnival celebration of multipl icity, plunging its 

audience into the midst of life itself, busting 

through boundaries of culture and reality and 

illusion: 

The audience ran out into the street. More 
audience came. And the actors were out from 
backs tage and the green room, breaking rules 
of reality - and - illusion . Their armour and 
swords were mirrored in fenders, bumpers and 
the long sides of the fire trucks 

[TM 303 ] . 

Wittman's theatre is unlimited and undefinable. It is 

an experience, like life, which can not be predicted 

nor repeated. Like the community it brings together it 

is an ongoing process of discovery: "He was defining 

a community, whic h will meet every night for a season. 

Community is not built once-and- for-all, people have 

to imagine, practice, and re- create it" [TM 306] . 

Wittman is not just bringing Gwan Goong and other 

Chinese heroes to America . He is reviving an old 

tradition of Chinese theatre which had been in America 

since the Gold Rush: "the names of heroes and heroines 

that were once not long ago star roles in 

American theatre . They have left us. We will call them 

back" [TM 139] . Kingston highlights a wide variety of 

links between Chinese culture and American society. On 
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the radio, for example "Wittman heard: 'Louis B. 

Armstrong and John Cage credit Chinese opera for 

inspiring their rhythms. "'[TM 41]. Later Wittman notes 

that The Romance of The Three Kingdoms, the Chinese 

epic which Wittman draws the story of Gwan Goong and 

his friends from, is a text at West Point. And the 

improvisory nature of Wittman's play taps into a 

tradition which links ancient China to sixties 

American street theatre: · 

I've written one of those plays that leave 
room for actors to do improv, a process as 
ancient as Chinese opera and as far- out as 
the theatre of spontaneity that was happening 
in streets and parks 

[TM 141]. 

Wittman's theatre brings people together and 

educates them, confronting them with problems of 

racism and the problems of perception in America. He 

creates a theatre for the excluded: "I'm including 

everything that is being left out, and everybody who 

has no place" [ TM 52] . Despite all the elements of 

liberation which Wittman brings into his play he is 

confounded (as Kingston was) by the critic's reactions 

to his endeavour: "East meets West. ' 'Exotic. ' 'Sino-

American theatre.' 'Snap, crackles and pops like 

singing rice.' 'Sweet and sour.' They sent their 

food critics" [ TM 307] . It is this return to the 

reductive narrow perception of Wittman's identity 

which prompts his long diatribe against racism at the 

end of the novel. Like Kingston Wittman must 

vehemently defend his status as an American, and his 
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right to an individual identity and vision. Despite 

Tripmaster Monkeys status as a fictional novel, in 

many ways it carries on questions of identity which 

Kingston explored in her first two novels. But it is 

through the freedom of fiction that Kingston's vi sion 

of an unboundaried world can be most fully realised. 

Thus Wittman's "Song of Myself", the Monkey's aria, 

reasserts the need to see Kingston's stories as a 

highly personal view of the world: "So I do believe in 

the timelessness and universality of individual 

vision" [CULT.MIS. 65]. 
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CONCLUSION 

The problems that Kingston has encountered in her 

quest for identity - of reconciling the two c ultures 

that she bridges, and with find ing her place as a 

woman within the conflicting codes of femininity in 

China and America - have enabled her to forg e her own 

disti nct voice. The complexities of Kingston's 

identity and h e r shaping of appropriate fictional 

forms to encompass that complexity, have provided much 

fodder for cr_itics from a wide range of areas. But 

what engages the public's attention in Kingston's 

novels is not just the socio logical problems of her 

ethnic bac kground. Kingston's fiction grabs t he reader 

with its vibrant and witty use of language. Her 

storyt_elling skills are so good that it ultimately 

doesn't matter how much you know about Chinese 

culture. She directs her writing at a wide range of 

people from those who have grown up with Chinese 

stories and culture, to WASP Americans interested in 

other perspectives in their society, from readers with 

a wide range of literary knowledge to the lay person 

interested only in an entertaining story. Kingston 

addresses all of these people in her fiction. 

The blend of earth colours creates a new, totally 

individual identity. And yet the fact that Kingston 

has found it necessary to continually assert her 

individual vision and her 'Arnericanness', demonstrates 
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the problems of being accepted as a person before 

being a representative of an ethnic community. As 

Kingston's fiction develops into a more insistent 

foc us on America it comes closer to a less exotic but 

more realistic picture of her identity. We can still 

learn much from Kingston's dramat isatio ns of the 

dilemmas of the Chinese Ameri can struggle to reconcile 

their past to the present. But we have missed the 

point of Kingston's fictional quest for identity if we 

cannot move beyond reducing her to being a voice for 

Chinese American, and to hear the individual voice 

which has been speaking to us all the time. 
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